Multi-level self-similarity from cells to insect and human societies: Socio-proteomics as a possible source of ideas and guidance for a general bio-social science?

Life consists largely of units composed of organized masses of simpler units with sub-groups of similarly specialized units as clearly seen in cells and in insect and human mass societies. Thus, the individuals and cities of both insects and modern humans descend from and are composed of unicellular organism that are mass societies or cities of even smaller units, proteins. This self-similarity of organization thus seems to exist from proteins and cells to insects and humans themselves cities of cells to insect and human mass societies. One striking difference concerns brain size. From brainless proteins and tiny insect brains to the large brains of talking and eventually writing and building humans, the only primate to live in mass societies and only recently experiencing possibly conflicting pressures of primate biology and culture-based mass societies. Since the first human mass societies, the human brain has shrunk, worldwide. Human armies de-individualize and provide minimal information for fighting much like insect armies. Human mass-societies have particular strings of letters called “holy” or “sacred” that profoundly and similarly misinform most individuals about fundamental causal contingencies thus sharply constraining, while aligning their behavioral potentials. Are they analogous to molecules blocking some behavioral (even reproductive) potential of social insect masses? Could (socio) proteomics help to explain sometimes apparently brainless behavior of human masses reminiscent of the behavior of the proteins they both descend from and are composed of? Finally, are human abilities possibly not much greater relative to the complexity of their mass societies?
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